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Background
Self-harm is increasingly prevalent, especially among young people. It is difficult to estimate the number of people
who engage in self-harm, but some studies indicate that as many as 20% of high school students and 40% of college
students have self-harmed.
The aim of this study was to co-create customized interventions that could replace the self-harming behaviour with
less damaging behaviour. The interventions had to be grounded in the experience of the participants who had firsthand experience with the self-harm and they should be easy to use.

Co-operative
Inquiry

Material and Method
A Co-operative Inquiry (Co-I) work group from a mental health trust
included: service users (3); interdisciplinary staff members from both
in- and outpatient settings (6); an engineer (1); and researchers (3).
The Co-I was carried out in four stages:
1) generating ideas and deciding research focus through a future workshop,
2) preparing two interventions in repeated workshops,
3) testing the interventions in real life, and
4) evaluating the interventions through a questionnaire and focus groups. Reflexive processes helped the inquiry
group to modify the interventions.

Refining ideas

Results
The Co-I produced a wellness bowl that
includes stress reducing methods
customized for the target group and a
mobile application: SAFE. Users
experienced the interventions as helpful
and means to ones own recovery process
as well as it avoids tabooing self-harm.

Conclusion
The app recognizes self-harm as a
phenomenon and thus contributes to
breaking the taboo, which is helpful to
those who harm themselves and their
relatives.

Generating ideas

People with a lived experience
’’It is cool with so many opportunities. I will use some of the
calming down methods - and some I will never use. And there are
some where I think, this is just for me. This is exactly how it is
meant to be. There are strategies for everyone, or you can at least
try it out”.
”When I am feeling really ill, I can just show the mobile application
and they (staff and parents) will understand”.

Evaluating ideas

Staff member
‘’It is nice to know that you can distract the patient with
something that is in fact helpful. Often they do not know how to
help themselves. They just get the thought (about hurting
themselves), and they need to act on that”.

Mobile Application

